
What learning looks like in 
Key Stage 1?



The National Curriculum in Key Stage 1

• Taught in subjects

• We teach English and Maths in the morning – foundation subjects in 
the afternoon.

• Children know what subject they are learning – ‘It’s History this 
afternoon.’

• We look at application of skills – fluency, application, mastery e.g
knowing the 2x table, applying it to problem solving and then using it 
cross curricular or being able to explain how they have used the 2x 
table.



How learning is organised?

• Everyone learns the same curriculum.

• Moved away from set table groups. ‘The Blue table is the best table.’

• Children begin with an activity then move on to challenge themselves and 
apply their knowledge.

• Children who need support have the teacher/adult available to help them.

• Children reflect on their learning by assessing themselves – putting their 
books in the red, yellow or green box.

• Flexibility of gaining support when needed.

• Removes labels and restrictions – doesn’t hold children back.

• In year 2 children may move around groups for English and Maths 
depending on the level of support needed. 



Opening Challenge

Reflect, ask, 
extra prompts 
and support

Harder 
Challenge 
with 
independent 
learning

Teaching 
Challenge

Test 
Challenges

Investigations and 
beyond the limit 
creative and 
critical thinking

English and Maths cannot be 
compromised on the 
knowledge because the 
knowledge enables creativity.  
We said, plan from the top 
and fill the gaps. Those who 
are ‘stuck’ get help and 
support, not something easy 
to do…



Assessment

• Marking – teachers mark all the work – we don’t mark every sum – if 
they have got the first 5 right then we know they can do them – look 
for application. Spellings – 3 corrections.

• We use a marking code so sometimes you will see symbols in their 
writing – the children know what these mean!

• We give feedback in Maths and English once a week.

• Assessment – teachers make daily assessments of your child – in their 
books, talking to your child and other adults who work in the 
classroom. We also use tests throughout the year to see if your child 
can apply their knowledge.



How phonics looks in KS1

• Daily session

• Phase 5 – to learn new graphemes and alternatives 

• Blending sounds for reading

• Sound buttons 

• Sorting of real and pseudo words 

• Dictate sentences e.g. It is fun to camp in a tent. 

• Tricky words e.g. said, some, come, were, there

Year 1 



Year 2 

• Spelling starters and lessons

• Revision of phase 5 

• Application of spelling – moving away from phonetically plausible words

e.g. groa – grow. 

• Tricky words – common exception words. Must learn these words and have to be 
spelling them correctly e.g cold, mother, father, because. 



Activity 

Highlight the real words from the 

list on your tables. 

Ext: Add the sound buttons



What reading looks like in KS1

Developing two skills:  decoding and comprehension. 

Year 1:

• Daily guided reading sessions 
(heard by the teacher and TA 
weekly) 

• Individual readers 

• Consolidation of phonics 

• Basic comprehension skills 

Year 2:

• Guided Reading – 3 times per 
week 

• Individual readers 

• Focus on developing fluency and 
expression 

• Comprehension skills, including 
a focus on inference



How to help with reading at home
• Hear your child read in a quiet place daily. 

• Walk through the book first.

• Ask them to predict what they think will happen next. 

• Model reading.

• Encourage your child to blend sounds together.

• Use the pictures.

• Practise word recognition - there are some words you just have to learn.  We call these tricky 
words!

• Ask lots of questions during and after.     

The most important role you can play is showing interest and 

enjoyment in the reading process …   

Praise them and make it fun! 



Spelling 

• Daily spelling and a spelling lesson    

• 240 word list divided into sets of 10 words

• Tailored to individual needs 

• Tested weekly … only move on when applying independently in their 
writing. 

• You don’t get a score – children get a new list when they are ready to 
move on.

• Additional National Curriculum spellings which are tested half termly.



How to help with spelling 

• Magnetic letters

• Say it, make it, write it

• Mnemonics 

• Alphabet cereal 

• Writing in sand 

• Rainbow writing 

• Writing words in sentence

• Finding more words of the same spelling pattern

• Pipe cleaners  



What maths looks like in Key Stage 1. 

Year 1

• Daily maths lessons

• Number bonds to 10 and 20.

• Counting in 2s, 5s, and 10s.

• Reading and writing numbers to 
100.

• Arithmetic – knowledge of +, -, x 
and ÷

• Use of apparatus to support 
their learning.

Year 2 

• Daily maths lessons

• Know their 10x, 5x, 2x and 3x 
table – able to be fluent and 
apply.

• Application of number, shape, 
statistics, fractions to problem 
solving.

• Arithmetic – knowledge of +, -, x 
and ÷



Times tables 

By the end of KS1 children need to know their 10x, 5x, 2x and 3x tables.

We practise them in year 1 and year 2

In year 2 we increase the amount and lower the time given to answer

We also think about application through division and word problems.

Ways to help:

Chant them together, write them down, test them on the way to 
school.

Free programs on the internet – google ‘times table games key stage 1’ 
and lots of examples come up!



How to help your child with maths

• Application of maths to real life examples:
• Going shopping – getting your child to add up the cost of items, working 

out the change they will get. Adding up the coins in their money box.
• Weighing ingredients – making cakes, cooking tea.
• Measuring items – length, measuring out liquids – having fun making fruit 

juice cocktails.
• Telling the time – how many minutes will it be until they leave to go to 

school?
• Spotting shapes around the environment
• Fractions – dividing cakes, pizza
• Division – sharing items at home equally – sweets, fruit etc.



Any questions?


